RESOLUTION

INSTALLATION
Other cameras: Require an expensive
and extensive infrastructure that can take
months to plan out and implement. Then
they are stuck where they are installed.
TSUNAMI: Plug & play installation allows
for the camera to start working in
minutes. The TSUNAMI can be moved
after initial installation with nothing more
than a drill. Because you can access the
video with 4G data service, we don’t
need to run wires to each unit. All you
need is a pole and a 110 volt power
supply.

tel 828-484-1481

Other Cameras: Many cameras stream in
720p as their highest quality. How many
times have you seen a blurry video of a
criminal who couldn’t be identified? The
reason that camera systems have to keep
their resolution low is because there is
no on-board storage and they must
stream to the cloud/server in order to
record.
TSUNAMI: records in 3000p. We store
locally, which means we ONLY use the
4G when viewing or extracting the video
– which means our resolution can stay
EXCEPTIONALLY higher.
4 Cameras record 360° video in ULTRAhigh definition 24/7. Each TSUNAMI unit
has 8 terabytes of internal storage, which
can hold up to 20+ days of uninterrupted
video. Each TSUNAMI comes with
exceptional infrared night vision and, for
extra detail, there's the Monsoon: an ultra
long-distance pan-tilt-zoom camera.

www.ocean10security.com

$
PRICE
Other cameras: Become
outdated/obsolete and start breaking
2 years after you purchase them…
right about the time the warranty
expires.
TSUNAMI: The TSUNAMI is a leased
product and that yearly price covers it all.
Every unit comes with training and IT
support for the designated ”super user”,
a warranty for the entire life of the lease,
insurance, maintenance support (all parts
are hot swap/quick detach, so if
something breaks, replacement is easy),
AND at the end of every 4 years we
replace your TSUNAMI with a brand new,
updated version at no additional cost. No
more outdated cameras that don’t even
work.
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